ABSTRACT
Introduction
In early June 1940, by an agreement between the General Staff and the Romanian Radio Broadcasting Company, the broadcast of a radio show called Ora Ostaşului was decided starting with June 16, 1940 , it being considered one of the best occasions of moral courage and recovery of the army and the nation, as noted in the instructions no. 6025/B, of July 18, 1940 , of the General Staff [1] . The broadcasting of Ora Ostaşului was daily (until December 31, 1941), then three times per week (Monday, Thursday and Saturday) until the end of the war.
Since August 2, 1942 
The Success of a Fast Communication Way and Raise of the Morale of Soldiers
The press release by the Radio Broadcasting Company by the address 29648 of January 29, 1942 , specified:
The This release should end with the future opening signal of this broadcast [9] .
The large units begin to report the degree of reception as early as January 25, thus Viforul (Cavalry Corps) wires: very good auditions on the radio Romania; weak on Radio Bucharest [10] .
In the first issue, released on February 3, 1942, General of Division C. Pantazi, the Minister of National Defence, aired the following message: [14] .
SOLDIERS,
The events of August 23, lead to a chaotic situation, with encircled military units, with soldiers trying to come back towards the centre of the country, with a fluid and uncertain situation of troops in the area of operations. It will lead to an interruption of broadcasts, with negative consequences for the morale of the military, who may no longer have news from the folks at home [15] .
Thus the General Staff, will reorganize since November 12, 1944 until the end of the war, daily sbroadcasts, from the country to the front, Office 5 of Section II being responsible [16] .
The the Archive of the Romanian Radio Broadcasting Company a few pages of texts [17] are kept submitted by announcers. They were issued by Section IV of the General Staff as newsletters containing about 50 messages, grouped on branches: for infantry, for aviation services, followed by the Mail of the Wounded (Poșta Răniților). [18] .
Conclusions
The operative linking means of military and their families and effective tool in maintaining a good troops morale and a satisfactory state of mind of the population with relatives on the battlefields, Poşta militară radio proved its effectiveness through millions of letters sent during the four years of existence.
Although it was never possible to achieve a mail from the battlefields towards the country, this operation will be done experimentally, only after more than 50 years, when the Romanian radio Broadcasting Company will broadcast messages and thoughts of the soldiers' from the theaters of operations during the show Voci de acasă within the broadcasts from Iraq or Afghanistan.
